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Gran Teatre del Liceu
"Grand Opera House"

by Marie Thérèse Hébert &
Jean Robert Thibault

+34 93 485 9900

Featuring an air of striking regality that can be attributed to its historic
dull rose facade, the Gran Teatre del Liceu is a longstanding symbol of
Barcelona's prized culture. Perhaps the most important theater in
Barcelona, the Gran Teatre del Liceu was built in 1847 as a venue for
opera performances. The original building showcased a modern aesthetic
designed by architects Miquel Garriga i Roca and Josep Oriol Mestres, and
while the theater was rebuilt after a fire in 1994, a handful of cherished
artifacts from the first structure remain. The main façade, the Hall of
Mirrors, and staircase notably represent the historic Gran Teatre del Liceu
as it was originally conceived. As important as ever, the new theater stays
true to its roots by staging an exciting program of operas, concerts, and
ballets performed by some of the most reputable companies in the world.
It even houses a symphony orchestra and choir that perform throughout
the year. With 2,292 seats, the Gran Teatre del Liceu is certainly grand,
and it has one of the largest opera auditoriums in Europe.
www.liceubarcelona.cat/e
n#

info@liceubarcelona.cat

La Rambla 51-59, Barcelona

Renoir Floridablanca
"Films with Subtitles"

by Do u remember

With its seven screens, Renoir Floridablanca is one of the few movie
theaters in Barcelona that project both alternative and Hollywood films,
always in their original language with subtitles. Renoir Floridablanca
makes available a member card for its customers, which can be both
individual or shared. With this card, the customers can get free tickets,
discounts in restaurants and the purchase of DVDs, and free access to
premieres and private screenings.

+34 93 426 3337

www.cinesrenoir.com/

Floridablanca 135, Barcelona

Los Tarantos
"Disco & Flamenco Shows"

by www.ilmicrofono.it

+34 93 319 1789

The color red dominates the interior of Los Tarantos, paying a humble
tribute to the attires of the Flamenco dancers who have graced the stage
of this institution since 1963. One of the longest-established and most
prestigious flamenco club in town, Los Tarantos has hosted performances
by some of the country's most famous singers and bailaores (flamenco
dancers), including Antonio Gades, Manzanita and Fosforito. This is a
great place to experience the rich Spanish culture at its best with well
crafted drinks keeping patrons in high spirits. The club, albeit intimate,
can seat smaller groups with ease; it has impressive acoustics and one
can enjoy the show without any hindrance from its every corner.
www.masimas.com/en/tar
antos

infotarantos@masimas.com

Plaça Reial 17, Barcelona

FilmoTeca de Catalunya
"Catalan Film Archive"

by Kippelboy

+34 93 567 1070

FilmoTeca de Catalunya has an archive of films, documentaries and other
audiovisual materials of the cinema of Catalan. It was established in 1981
and works for the preservation and distribution of cinema. Here one can
find books on cinema, along with a catalog of more than a thousand films,
videos and documentaries that are updated each year. One can loan the
material according to the rental rules. The facility also has two halls for
movie screenings that regularly host shows. Apart from this, it also
exhibits some of the work from time to time in its exhibition halls. The
website has all the necessary information and schedules. While here, one
can also grab a quick bite from the cafeteria.
www.filmoteca.cat/

filmoteca.cultura@gencat.c
at

Plaça de Salvador Seguí 1 –
9, Barcelona

Harlem Jazz Club
"It's Rocking"

by Public Domain

+34 93 310 0755

Barcelona with the students and the tourists has scores of nightclubs,
pubs and bars that rock the night life. Harlem Jazz Club is one such place
that attracts one and all. The locals frequent this place to enjoy the
melange of music. Be it professional or an amateur, the crowd
enthusiastically cheers the artists. Jazz, funk and blues groups, the variety
of the genres of music played here is amazing. Though a very modest
club, the extra-ordinary performances rock the house.
www.harlemjazzclub.es

zingariaproduccions@yaho
o.es

Carrer de Comtessa de
Sobradiel 8, Barcelona

Luz de Gas
"Cabaret and More"

by Alterna2
http://www.alterna2.com

Luz de Gas has a nostalgic charm to it with its dazzling chandeliers,
mesmerizing stage and vintage-esque furniture. Its entertainment
schedule features the likes of blues, jazz, pop, rock and disco as well as
comedy nights, theater productions, poetry recitals and live concerts. This
eclectic range of genres make it the performing arts venue of choice for
international musicians and music lovers alike.

+34 93 209 7711

www.luzdegas.com/

Carrer de Muntaner 246, Barcelona

La Cupula de Las Arenas
"One-of-a-Kind"

by Felix König

+34 93 423 4129

La Cupula de Las Arenas is an extravagant event space that exemplifies
grandeur in every way imaginable. Located in San Antoni, the structure is
magnificent in itself, where visitors can see its ornate interiors that are
perfect to host any type of event. Some of those events include concerts,
live performances, seminars, corporate shows and conventions. Visitors
can also rent a slice of this place for a private events like weddings, formal
dinners or grand parties. A landmark of Barcelona, this beauty has an aweinspiring architecture that is sure to catch your eye.
www.arenasdebarcelona.c
om/

info@cupulalasarenas.com

Gran Vía de las Cortes
Catalanas 373, Centre
Comercial "Las Arenas",
Barcelona

Grec Theater
"Drama House"
Teatre Grec with the semi-circular structure reminds you of typical Greek
theaters. Large number of people can be accommodated and the perfect
acoustics ensure that the sound quality is excellent. Built in 1929, it was
planned and structured by architect Ramon Reventós. Mostly
connoisseurs of performing arts gather here to enjoy various festivals.
Festival Grec de Barcelona that celebrates the rich Spanish culture is held
at this theater.

by dalbera

+34 93 316 1000

passeig de Santa Madrona 36, Barcelona

Fira de Barcelona - Montjuïc
"Business Magnet"

by Felix König

+34 93 233 2000

One of the largest convention and conference venues on the Iberian
Peninsula, the Fira Barcelona offers state-of-the-art facilities for
organizations and groups from all over the world. Each year their calendar
is filled with top industry events like Mobile World Congress, Bread and
Butter, and the International Motorcycle Show. The Fira is made of of
individual venues; besides Montjuïc there is Grand Via, and Gran Via
Convention Centre. The Fira Barcelona is a magnet for Barcelona's tourist
industry, drawing millions of visitors each and every year.
www.firabcn.es/

info@firabcn.es

avinguda de la Reina Maria
Cristina, Barcelona

Fira de Barcelona - Gran Via
"Premier Conventions Venue"

by Mongadu

+34 93 233 2000

The Fira de Barcelona is one of the largest exhibition spaces in Europe,
divided over two locations: Montjuïc and Gran Via. The Gran Via location
was designed by Japanese architect Toyo Ito, and is a fine example of
conceptual architecture. The six pavilions of this massive venue together
comprise an area of 2,40,000 square meters (25,83,338.50 square feet).
The convention center alone can accommodate about 5600 visitors, and
boasts a flexible, dynamic area of 14000 square meters (150694.7 square
feet). The bigger of the two venues, the Fira de Barcelona – Gran Via is
buzzing with prominent events throughout the year. See the website for
further information.
www.firabarcelona.com/gr
an-via

info@firabcn.es

Avenida Joan Carles I 58,
L'Hospitalet de Llobregat
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